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INTRODUCTION 
The Clean Water Act was designed to protect the quality 
of the Nation's waters. Much progress has been made in 
water pollution control sine� its 'passag_e in 1972. Although 
the population and economic activity have grown mark­
edly, water quality has improved throughout the United 
States (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1984}. 
What approaches might be used for remaining prob­
lems? Sophisticated controls have already been placed on 
most point sources. Further improving water quality will 
require either additional, incrementally more expensive 
point source controls, or an expansion of focus to include 
nonpoint sources. In many cases, point sources may al­
ready be controlled to the degree that it is more cost effec­
tive to control pollutants from nonpoint sources. 
Nonpoint sources play a .major role in our remaining 
water quality problems. VirtuaiJy all States have some wa­
ter qualitY problems because of nonpoint sources, and 
half those States say nonpoint sources are the major or 
significant cause of degraded water qyality (Elmore et al. 
1984}. Generally speaking, nonpqint sources are the l�rg­
est remaining uncontrolled' pollution problem. Controlling 
nonpoint source pollution from forestry, agriculture, min­
ing, and urban runoff has been studied extensively. Now 
we need to implement that knowledge. 
The basic approach taken by the Clean Water Act for 
managing point sources-appUcation of uniform techno-
The views and opinions expressed In this paper are those of the authors and not to be 
taken as the official policy of the U.S. Environmental PrOtection Agency or the North­
west Colorado Council of Governments. 
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logical control to' classes pf dischargers-is not appropri­
ate for managiryg nonpoint sources. In fact, the Act offers 
little incentive to manage nonpoint source pollution. The 
diversity of the nonpoint soucce problem makes national 
guidelines difficult. As EPA's recent report to Congress on 
nonpoint sources points out, flexible, site- and source­
specific decisionmaking is the key to effectively controlling 
nonpoint sources (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1984b). 
This poses a challenging opportunity as State and local 
governments begin to address nonpoint source problems. 
One innovative approach to encourage nonpoint source 
control is to tie nonpoint sources into the existing National 
Pollution Discharge Permit System (NPDES). This is a 
feature of a new program in Colorado that will clean up 
runoff and save IOC(\1 governments millions of dollars an­
nually. The Dillon Reservoir Trading Project in Summit 
County grants w�tQWSiter treatment plants credit for 
cleaning up runoff (nonpoint s.ource) pollution. This pollu­
tion trading program is the first c;>f its type in the Nation. 
This paper will describ� the Dillon Reservoir Trading 
Program in detail, discuss ongoing analyses related to the 
Dillon concept, and evaluate Dillon's implications for other 
regions of the country. 
DILLON RESERVOIR'S POINT/NONPOINT 
TRADING PROJECT 
Problems of Nut�ient Overload 
Dillon is a 20-year old reservoir located in Summit County, 
Colorado. Constructed as Denver's primary West Slope 
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water supply reservoir, Dillon quickly became a recreation 
center for fishing, camping, and boating. One of the reser­
voir's main attractions is its reputation for clear, deep blue 
water. 
Summit County grew to be a popular, year-round recre­
ation-driented community upon the completion of several 
major ski areas. The area is one of the fastest growing 
counties in the Nation, with a permanent population of 
10,000 and peaks exceeding 60,000 during winter 
(Northw. Colo. Counc. Gov. 1984a). This popularity may 
be Dillon's downfall. Its deep blue color changes to green 
as algae bloom in the summer, fed by phosphorus enter­
ing the lake from natural and manmade activities. If algae 
growth continues the lake will become eutrophic. Dillon 
would lack the oxygen necessary to support a high quality 
water recreation experience. A clean Dillon Reservoir is 
very important to Summit County's recreational economy 
and key to Denver's water supply. 
Approximately half the phosphorus entering Dillon is 
from background runoff and direct precipitation to the 
Reservoir. These natural sources exist in the absence of 
any human population. Difficult or impossible to control 
with existing technology, natural sources would in them­
selves not cause tne lake to become eutrophic (West. En­
viron. Anal. 1983). 
The other half of Dillon's phosphorus load is from hu­
man activities. Significant sources include: point source 
discharges from municipal wastewater treatment facilities, 
runoff from parking lots, erosion from construction sites, 
seepage from septic systems, and other nonpoint sources 
(West. Environ. Anal. 1983). This half of Dillon's phos­
phorus load is controllable. 
The four municipal waste dischargers to the reservoir 
have installed advanced treatment equipment to control 
for phosphorus (less than 0.2 mg/L discharge). The Dillon 
1983 Clean Lakes Study found, however, that even if 
these dischargers were kept to zero by complex and ex­
pensive treatment methods, nonpoint sources of phos­
phorus from manmade activities would cause eutrophica­
tion (West. Environ. Anal. 1983). Control of manmade 
nonpoint sources was necessary to inhibit Dillon's eu­
trophication. The Colorado Water Quality Control Com­
mission asked local agencies to develop plans for ad­
dressing the phosphorus problem in the Dillon Reservoir 
basin (Northw. Colo. Counc. Gov. 1984a). A moratorium 
on se�er taps-effectively a growth freeze-appeared im­
minent. 
The 'Phosphorus Club' 
The Northwest Colorado Council of Governments is the 
water quality planning agency for Summit County. The 
Council had assembled a group representative of the pub­
lic and private sector to develop a phosphorus control 
strategy. Calling itself the "Phosphorus Club," the commit­
tee consisted of officials from the County, the six incorpo­
rated municipalities, two unincorporated urban areas, 
three ski areas, four municipal dischargers, the Denver 
Water Department, U.S. EPA, the Colorado Department of 
Health, and Amax, a major molybdenum mine (Northw. 
Colo. Counc. Gov. 1984b). 
The Phosphorus Club members were wary of "hidden 
agendas" and of a strategy development process that 
could de�rease any source's discharge aiiO\yance. Lower 
discharge allowances, for example, could limit a munici­
pality's growth potential. Initial competitiveness was less­
ened by the decision that all committee conclusions had to 
be unanimous. While realizing that difficult compromises 
would probably be necessary, Phosphorus Club members 
also realized they had common goals: preservation of Dil­
lon Reservoir and avoiding a tap moratorium. Early ten-
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sions dissipated as members saw they must cooperate to 
protect Dillon (Northw. Colo. Coun. Gov. 1984a). The com­
mittee realized a successful strategy would have to en­
courage the control of nonpoint sources. 
The committee met weekly for 6 months to discuss 
sources of phosphorus in the basin, control options, ad­
ministration, monitoring, and costs of different strategies. 
They soon focused on the point/nonpoint trading concept 
(Northw. Colo. Coun. Gov. 1984a). Under the strategy, 
point source dischargers receive credit for cleaning up 
existing nonpoint sources of phosphorus. This credit can 
be traded for increased phosphorus discharge from the 
wastewater treatment plant. Local governments must re­
quire state-of-the-art controls on growth areas. This ac­
commodates growth with no overall increase in Dillon's 
phosphorus loadings. Equally important, the strategy af­
fords a built in incentive to clean up the nonpoint sources 
and maintain Dillon's current, high level of water quality. 
The first issue raised in developing the trading strategy 
concerned the target level of phosphorus loadings. The 
group decided that phosphorus in Dillon should be main­
tained at 1982 levels. the goal was viewed both as realis­
tic -and as maihtalning the water quality level (Northw. 
Colo. Coun. Gov. 1984a). 
A second issue was · how to allocate the phosphorus 
load among municipal wastewater treatment plants. After 
much discussion, each plant was given a share of the 
available lead based on its total flow for 1983. This pro­
vided an equivalent growth margin for each community 
through 1990 (Northw. Colo. Coun. Gov. 1984c). 
The Colorado Department of Health was concerned 
about future nonpoint sources. If a Dillon nonpoint source 
control strategy allowed continued population growth, that 
growth in itself would create more nonpoint sources. The 
Phosphorus Club agreed that a successful point/nonpoint 
source trading program would require that old nonpoint 
sources be cleaned up and new ones minimized. To ac­
count for uncertainties in the system, a 2:1 tradeoff ratio 
was established. For each pound of credit assigned to a 
point source, 2 pounds of phosphorus must be (emoved 
from a nonpoint source that existed prior to 1984 (Colo: 
Water Qual. Control Comm. 1984). . 
Another issue was the long-term management of a 
point/nonpoint source control strategy. Local agen"cies 
were reluctant to c�eate a new agency that might b� cc;>stly 
to operate and possibly reduce local control of land use 
decisions. The Colorado Department of Health wanted a 
stable oversight agency for the trading program. The ap­
proach, accepted by the State, was a committee estab­
lished by intergovernmental agreement among local 
agencies to manage the 'trading program on a day-to-day 
basis (Colo. Water Qual. Control Comm. t984). The State 
would oversee activities and document all trades in a 
NPDES permit. 
"HIGS" AND EPA ASSISTANCE 
The Phosphorus Club believed that a demonstration proj­
ect was necessary to test nonpoint source control aspects 
of the proposed trading system. A demonstration project 
provided data on both cost and effectiveness of technol­
ogy for nonpoint source control. Low technology methods 
can remove phosphorus from runoff. Settling ponds can 
remove roughly ha:tf the phosphorus in urban runoff, while 
rapid sand filters can remove another quarter. Percolating 
runoff through unsaturated soil can remove virtually all the 
phosphorus. Settling ponds and percolating pits are much 
less expensive to construct and operate than wastewater 
treatment plants. They also demand much less ene��JY 
and generate little sludge, "in contrast to advanced treat­
ment. The group believed that such controls might be a 
viabl�.-low-cost alternative to, new high technology con­
trols on point sources. ln. the spcing of 1982, th� Council of 
�overnm�nts !:iPPiied for U.S. EPA funds for a pilot facility. 
EPA became interested. io Dillon's point/nonpqjnt trE\ding 
s�rateg� Q.nd agree� to provide-partial analytical support 
and f!Jnding for the,demonstration project. 
Low. technoldgy nonpoint source controls were tested at 
Fri�. Coloradq. Ur.b�n runoff from a 32-h� (�1-,acre) wa, 
t�rshed w�, eoll�ted in a stilling basin that overflowed 
into a seftling ppnd �called a hole-in-grou11d treatment sys­
tem. or "Hiq"). The sand and rock i� the HI,G w.�re sepa­
rated by a ge9)extile erosion contro} fabric that, lined the 
d,e;vi9e �ntirely. In e,�ght runoff events, settling .removed 45 
percent Qf incoming phosphorus. Filtratjon rai�ed the total 
re,moval to 68.percent. The Council believes u�ing a soil 
treatment matrix would raise removal efficiency to virtually 
100 percent,(Northw. Colo.,Coun. Gov. 1,984a}. EPA apd the.Phosphorus Club were Vf}ry interj:lsted in 
the relative costs of point versus the HIG nonpoint source 
control device. The pilot s�tem co5t $4,200 to build, with 
land and much of the labor donated by local groups. When 
land and excavation 'costs 'are added, a more practical 
cost estimate would be $50,000. This initial cost could be 
lower if public land is used for the control device� The 2-
year pilot project indicated the pond will need to be 
drained and cleaned at le�st every 5 y�ars. The sand and 
fi!ter fabric will nee.d to be replaced �annually. T�e ex­
p�cted annual labor and materials cost is $980 (Northw. 
Colo. Cgun. Gov. 1984a). . 
EPA Commissioned an eco'nor;nic study comparing the 
cost of low technology nonpoint source controls with the 
advanced treatl'(lent alterl']ative (higher levels of control) 
for municipal wastewater plants. The study found Sl,.lbstan­
tial'cost savin!iJS with HIGs, up to 88 percent cheaper than 
upgradinQ existing.point source, controls (IEC, 1984). 
.. 
The Dillon·Management Plan 
T .�e Phosphorus Club now. had (1) a cost-�ffective and 
environmentallY, soupd nonpoint .so'urce ·controL technol-
09>'. and (2) the outline of a point/nonpoint trading system 
to encourage its use and that of othe( nonpoint source 
cqntrols, Realizing that Dillon's water quality relies on the 
long-term management of phosphorus, the group de­
signed a �etailed contro! strategy. The key eleme�t in the 
trading strategy is immediate control of future nonpoint 
sources in growth areas. As future nonpoint source load­
ings are minimized, older nonpoint sources will be con: 
trolled, allowing for point source growth in. the futu(e. In 
this manner, nonpoint controls wilt be traded for point 
sources growth (Table �). As mentioned, these reductions 
in nonpoint sources CE4n be achieved relativ�ly inexpen­
sively. The control s,trategy has six major eiEUnents: 
1. 1982 levels of phosphorus in the reservoir are the 
baseline for water quality. 
2. Point sources will continue to receive advance 
Table 1.-Point and nonpoint controls for phosphorus 
removal. 
Land treatment 
Activated alumina 
Reverse osmosis 
Pilot project "HIG" 
Annual 
Cost 
Typical 
Plant 
$ 
451,000 
353,000 
3,871,000 
8,708 
Annual 
Phosphorus Cost 
Removal Per Pound 
Efficiency Phosphorus 
% $ 
100 
75 
90 
68 
824 
860 
7,861 
67 
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wastewater treatment. anq will meet individual annual 
phosphorus totals. 
· 
3. State-of-the-art nol)point source .controls will be re­
quired by local governments for all new developments. No 
credits wjll be granted for these controls. New develop­
ITlents must also con�ribute to.an f-:!P� Control Facilitie� 
Investment Fund. The ,fund will be used· by _the Summit 
Water QI,Jality.Committee, e�tablished by-the Phosp�orus 
Club, to cons!ruct controls for pre-1984 nonpoint sources 
of phosphorus and oversee the entire Dillon Nonpoint 
Management Plan. 
4. Point source growth beyond 1990 will be accommo­
dated by reducing nonpoint sources that existed prior to 
1984. The manag�ment plan encourages cleaning up old 
sources and minimizing new �purees. 
5. The .Summit Water Quality Committee will monitor 
the success of the control program and manage pl)os­
phorus trading between point ,and nonpoint sources. The 
trading ratio will be 2:1. This committee proviqes for long­
term ma{lagement Qf the cont�ol program, while continu­
ing strong local. input in decisionma�i{lg. 
6. The Wat�r Quality Control Commission ha� autho­
rized effluent trading and will use their NPDES prQgram 
for enforcement where necessary. The Water Quality Con­
trol Division, the operating arm of the Commission, docu­
ments a trade in a revised (NPDES) permit after the non­
point source control device's effectiveness is determined 
and the 2:1 ratio has been applied. A �pes;ific discharger is 
given the phosphorus credit .and responsibility for. main­
taining the, nonpoint source control device. Fajlure to oper,­
ate and maintain these controls rest,llts in enforcement 
action for an NPDES violation (Northw. Colo. Coun. Gov. 
1.9841?).' ' 
The Dillon Water Quality Management Plan relies on a 
Federal/State/local regula�ory part11ership., Local land u�� 
a�,ttho�ities hold future r4noff sources to .an.acc�ptable 
l�vel by, requiring erosi9n and runoff controls and strea!flr 
s1de setbacks. �he St�te ,water quality agency uses the 
NPDES to ensure that the fake receiv�s)ong-term protec­
tion: The NPDE$ .permit revisjpns assign · phosphorus 
"credit" and nonpoint pperation and maintenance respon� 
sibilities. The Summit Wate� Quality Committee, formed 
by intergovernmental agreement, run� ,the trading .. pro­
gram on a daily basis. 
Public hearings on Dillon's proposed trading plan ,were 
held by the State of Colorado in May 1984. The State 
formally approved the plan in June; -EPA Region VIII ap­
proved i� in July. With that approval, Dillon Reservoir be­
came the first approved point/nonpoint source trading sys­
tem in the United States (Colo. Water Qual. Control 
Comm. 1984). 
Table 2.-T he Dillon management strategy. 
Existing 
(1984) 
Nonpoint sources 
LAKE DILLON 
(1982water 
quality preserved) 
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NATIONAL APPLICATIONS OF DILLON 
Dillon Reservoir showed that point/nonpoint source trad­
ing can be a cost-effective means of pollution abatement 
for Jakes and impoundments. Trading provides an eco­
nomic incentive for local communities to control new and 
existing sources of nonpoint pollution, where no controls 
formally exist under the Clean Water Act. As in the case of 
Dillon, trading can achieve water quality standards when 
even zero point source discharge cannot. 
Several circumstances at Dillon Reservoir helped make 
the demonstration project successful. 
1. All parties had common goals: preserving Dillon 
Reservoir and avoiding a tap moratorium. If degradation 
continued, economic growth would slow because of fewer 
recreational opportunities. Drinking water quality would 
drop. An unambiguous goal-1982 levels of phos­
phorus-was readily decided upon. 
2. All point sources were already at advanced treat­
ment levels. No inexpensive conventional control ap­
proaches were available. Studies indicated that additional 
equipment leading to zero point source discharge would 
slow but not halt eutrophication. Nonpoint sources had to 
be controlled to maintain water quality. 
3. Stakeholders had continuing input into the design 
and operation of the demonstration project. The State, 
county, municipalities, and local industries were all repre­
sented in the Phosphorus Club. 
4. Water quality data and projections were available to 
highlight implications of various control str�tegies. Types 
and magnitude of phosphorus sources were well under­
stood throughout the demonstration project's design and 
implementation. The 1983 Clean Lakes Study found that 
both poi,nt and nonpoint sources must. be included in a strategy to protect Dillon Reservoir. 
5. 'The Phosphorus Club designed a trading system 
whicli outlined clear liability fo� maintaining controls. Am­
b.iguous responsibilities could have h�d a disastrous eff�ct 
on Dillon·� water quality. . . a:· The system .relies on good communication and coop­
eration betWeen Fecl,eral, State and locaLagencies. Differ­
ent aspects of the trading system are overseen by the 
agency with the most appropriate regulatory authority. Be­
cause each level of government was involved in the devel­
opment s'age, no unexpected objections arose during im­
plementation and formal adoption. 
Dillon has fostered thinking on the wide application of 
trading, given the phasing out of the Construction Gra�ts 
Program and the increasing recognition of nonpo1nt 
source pollution: Control of pollution discharges to ad­
vanced treatment levels will be required on many stream 
segments to achieve water quality goals. However, ad­
vanced treatment requirements can be achieved in a num­
ber of different ways. 
An enforceable trading arrangement could result in a 
cheaper and more stringent control system than using 
advanced treatment technology on a point source dis­
c;:harger. First, through trading ratios, nonpoint source 
BMP's can remove more pollution from the envir�mment 
than the additional amount a point source might dis­
charge. Second, the enforcement agency could require 
that credit not be given for planned or existing BMP's­
resulting in more cost-effeotive control than by traditional 
means. Third, the municipality would be required to lease 
or buy the land on which the BMP is located, and to con­
struct, operate, and maintain that BMP at no cost to the 
landowner. 
Can this trading approach be applied to-other locations, 
or is Dillon unique? The quality of virtually all lakes is 
controlled by a delicate balance of nutrients such as phos­
phorus. Many coastal rivers and bays are also affected by 
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phosphorus pollution. Trading may present a cost-effec­
tive pollution control option for all such waterbodies and is 
currently being considered by several localities for lakes 
and reservoirs with problems similar to Dillon·�· 
While trading shows tremendous promise, Dillon left 
several questions unanswered. ·For example, EP�' is ex­
ploring whether or not trading will work on other waterbo­
dies-free flowing streams or estuaries-or for other types 
of nonpoint sources such as agriculture. Can the regula­
tor� enforcement, and institutional framework developed 
at Dillon be adapted to other locations? Dillon is an epit­
ome of Federal/State/local cooperation. When goals are 
less well defined, can local groups reach consensus on 
desired means and ends? Will other types of nonpoint 
source BMP's prove to be as cost effective as those at 
Dillon? 
The Office of Polic� Planning, and Evaluation (OPPE) at 
EPA Headquarters, in cooperation with EPA's Office of 
Water, Region Ill, the Chesapeake Bay Program, and the 
States of Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, is examin­
ing the application of a "Dillon type" point/nonpoint ap­
proach to the Chesapeake Bay. The Bay has a major non­
point source problem resulting from agricultur�l activity in 
its stream drainages. Analysis should be completed by 
late summer 1985. 
OPPE is also providing technical assistance to several 
State/local governments interested in using trading to 
solve current or future water quality problems caused by 
both point and nonpoint sources. OPPE is exploring, par­
ticularly with respect to agricultural nonpoint sources, the 
legal and institutional implications of·a po!nt source �on­
structing, operating and maintaining BMP's at no cost to 
the contributing·source to take credit for pollut�nts con­
trolled in the NPDES permit. This approach would lle use­
ful, for example, to a POTW with secondary treatment 
facing an upgrade to higher levels of treatment where 
nonpoint source is a major, controllable contributor to wa­
ter quality problems. 
In conclusion, point/nonpoint source trading appears to 
offer a cost-effective approach to· controlling nonpoint 
sources. Many questions remain after the successful im­
plementation of point/nonpoint trading at Dillon Reservoir. 
However, trading and other'innovative approaches are re­
ceiving increasing attention from States who view non­
point source as a significant yet uncontrolled problem. 
. 
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I�TRODUCTION 
The Office of Policy, Planning, and,Evaluation of the l::t.S. 
Environ.rriental Protection Agency is, "Studying a variety .df 
innovative approaches·for controlling water pollution from 
point and nonpoint :;ources. Among them is the trading of 
effluent loads of 'water pollutants. This approach differs. 
from current ERA· water policy in that the State or .cegiorial 
authority responsible for issuing discharge permits for pol­
lutants underthe Clean Water Act may modify those limits 
if two or more dischargers.propose a reallocation, or a 
trade1.Tt)e.realloeationallows dischargers with lower treat­
ment costs to control more pollution and those with higher 
costs tp control less. Thus, .the dischargers ·-comply with 
the same total load limit jind achieve inrstream water qual­
ity standards at a total lower cost. 
Three types of trading are possible: within a plant with1 
multiple outfalls, between or amohg plants located on the 
same stream, and between point and nonpoint sources. 
This regulatory approach is similar to .the "multifacility 
Qubble concept" adopted by EPA's air program. However, 
it differs from that concept in that technology-based permit 
limits, required under the <Clean Water Act, continue to 
apply to-individual outfalls, rather than to the outfalls as a 
group. 
Since the passage of the Federal Water Pollution eon­
trol Act of 1972 (P.L. 500); as- amendedJ; dischargerS" of 
waste waters along the Holston River near Kingsport, Ten­
nessee, have invested heavily in facilities to treat their 
wastes; but portions of the-stream remain designated as 
"water quality limited."· This term generally indicates the 
likelihood for increasingly stringent waste treatment con­
trols and restrictions on !he construction of new and ex­
pansion ofexisting facilities:·, 
For this reason, EPA's -,office of Policy, Planning and 
E\lBiuatiorr and'the Tennessee Valley Authority's Office of 
Natural Resources and Economic Development initiated 
this study of trading among. point arid nonpoint sources of 
pollution along a 32-km �20-mile) reach of the Holston 
River. Local dischargers and the Division of Water Man­
agement of the State of Tennessee cooperated. The major 
The Ideas In this paper do not r�flect"'the official pollclds of either the U.S. Environ­
mental Protecllon Agency or the Tennessee Valley Authority. 
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dischargers in the study area are· four point so'urces­
Tel'lnessee Eastman CO., M�ad P.apet Co., ·Kingsport'S' 
publicly-owned treatment works, and th& Holstoo.Army 
Ammunition Plant-and one non point sou rca-Fort· Pa­
trick· Henry Dam. 
We 'Selected dissolved oxygen (DO) as the variable of 
interest and examined several means to enhance DO in 
the river: further restrictions of the discharges of oxygen­
demanding wastes (for exar.nple, five da¥ Biochemical ox:. 
ygen Demand. (BOD)), varying. flow reg1mes, injecting air 
into the stream, ahd trading betweeQ. point and nonpoint 
sources. With t(1ese' various treatments available, the 
study evo,lved jotci £lquestion of cost-effectiveness: For a 
given stretch DJ· waterway with specified upstream and 
downstream boundaries1 what mix of point Md nonpoint 
sources and sinks of oxyger1 will achiette desired DO con­
centrations 'at 'key times and places at the towesttotal 
annual (incremental) cost? ··� 
METHODQLOGY 
" 
The study's methodology can be"divided into two_. major 
parts: selecting the 'Study area and simulating treatments 
for increasing DO concentrations ih the river. 
Selecting the Study Area 
In selecting the' study area, we used the following criteria: 
• Th� site m!Jst have been designated as a water q·uaf-
ity limited stream; . 
• All point source dischargers myst be in compliance 
with effluent limitations' set forth in their permits; 
• Baseline information must be available for both point 
and nonpoint sources in the stu<;ty area; and 
• Future economic. gr_<>\Yt� arid d�velop!llent are or have the potential of beang adversely affected by poor 
water quality. 
The 32-km reach of the Holston River met these criteria. 
The study area extended from South Fork Holston River, 
RM + 8 (upstream) to Holston River, RM..,. 12 (down­
stream). Industrial and municipal discharges enter the 
Holston.and'South Fork Holston Rivers as shown in Figure 
1. This stream reach is subject to flow regulation by Fort 
Patrick Henry Dam near RM + 8. Downstream from three 
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Figure 1.-Locatlon map. 
of the major point sources, the South Fork Holston River is 
joined by the smaller, unregulated North Fork Holston 
River (RMO). Previous investigations have shown that a 
DO sag develops under certain late summer low-flow con­
ditions in the reach 4.8-11.2 km (3-7 miles} downstream 
of the confluence of the two rivers. Definite DO recovery is 
evident at the downstream end of the study reach (RM -
12}. 
·Simulating Treatments 
Setting Water Quality Goals 
The Division of Water Management of the Tennessee De­
partment of-Health and Environment (1982} sets forth the 
following criteria for DO concentrations: 
Dissolved Oxygen-The dissolved oxygen shall be a min­
imum of 5.0 mg/L.except in limited sections of streams 
where it can be clearly demonstrated that (i) the existing 
quality of the water due to irretrievable man-induced con­
ditions cannot be restored to the desired minimum of 5.0 
mg/L dissolved oxygen; (ii) the cost for applicalion of ef­
fluent limitations more stringent than those defined 
through Section 301(b) of the Federal \Yater Pollution 
Control Act (P.L. 92-500) is economically prohibitive when 
compared with the benefits to be obtained; or (iii) the 
natural qualities of water are less than the desired mini­
mum of 5.0 mg/L. Such exceptions shall be determined 
on an individual basis but in no instance shall the dis­
solved oxygen concen�ration be less than 3.0 mg/L. . . .  
T he dissolved oxygen concentration of recognized trout 
stream shall not be less than 6.0 mg/L. . . . 
The Division has generally interpreted the 5.0 mg/L 
value as a monthly average, and does not offer guidance 
on how to average the 3.0 mg/L value. 
Faced with a range of DO values, we generalized the 
problem by computing the most cost-effective methods (or 
combination of methods} to meet DO values of 3, 4, 5, and 
6 mg/L for various points in the river, to achieve: 
1. The minimum 6-hr running average of DO concen­
tration in the sags downstream of RM-3; · 
2. The daily average of DO concentration in the sags 
downstream of RM-3; 
3. The minimum. 6-hr running average of DO concen­
tration from RM + 8 to RM- 12 (the whole 32-km reach}; 
and 
4. The daily average of DO concentration from RM + 8 
to RM - 12 (the whole 32-km stretch}. 
Selecting Technologies 
Through model simulation, the study considered a num­
ber of treatments: 
• Seven traditional treatments that would further re­
strict the discharge of oxygen-demanding wastes, thereby 
reducing sinks of DO; 
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• Eight innovative treatments that would add oxygen or 
flow to the stream, thereby creating sources of DO; and 
• Eight combinations of these traditional and innova­
tive treatments. 
Establishing an Analytical Sequence 
We identified and analyzed the cost-effective combina­
tions of traditional and innovative treatments usinb the 
following sequence: 
• We specified one scenario for computer simulation by 
enumerating the various inputs. 
• We used the water quality model to simulate (1} the 
daily average DO concentration profile and (2) the mini­
mum of the 6-hr running average bO profile for the entire 
32-km study area. 
• We computed the total incremental annual cost for 
the methods in place for this particular scenario. 
• For each particular scenario.with its given set of treat­
ments, we used the profiles of the DO concentration and 
the cost calculation to develop a cost-effectiveness plot. 
Each plotted point represents the results of one complete 
simulation (72 hrs} and one cost calculation. 
Developing the Modeling Approach 
DO concentrations were predicted using a state-of-the-art 
unsteady mathematical model calibrated with field data 
and process rates from two earlier field surveys. The mod­
eling system consists of an unsteady flow model and a 
mass transport water quality model (Hauser and Ruane,· 
1984}: The flow model provided flows, velocities, and 
depths at short time intervals for th� wQter quality model. 
The water quality mode� predicted temperature, carbona­
ceous and nitrogenous bioch'emical oxygen demands 
(CBOD and NBOD, respectively). ElO concentrations-were 
also simulated over time to denote diurnal· variations. 
Modeled sources and sinks- of DO include upstream and 
liiteral inflow sources, nfifural reaeration, macrophyte 
photosynthesis and respiration, CBOD; NBOD, and resid­
ual sediment oxygen ..demand (SOD). 
Improvement strategies wer13 .explored by comparing 
the predicted movement in DO regime. to a base that cor­
responded to the release of current permitted waste loads 
to the stream during critical low-flow conditions. Critical 
low-flow (base case) on the South Fork Holston River is a 
daily average of 750 cfs, provided by pulsing Fort Patrick 
Henry Dam under contractual agreement with one of the 
industries downstream. 
Simulating DO Sinks. The relative influence of each 
DO sink in the calibrated model is shown in Figure 2. In a 
series of simulations, each DO sink was removed sequen­
tially from the base case (lower line in each plot) until DO 
saturation levels were approached. Th� simulations were 
of several days' duration and irtcluded diurnal variations in 
DO. 
In Figure 2, results of the base case simulation are 
shown as the lower curve in·each plot. Release DO from 
the Dam (RM+8)·was assumed to be 3.0 mg/L. Moving 
downstream, the predicted daily average DO iri the base 
case reaerated -to ·Etround 4.5 mg/L at the divertion weir, 
RM- 4.5. The small dip in the predicted DO at this loca­
tion was due to Tennessee Eastman Co.'s withdrawal of 
cooling water from a diversion weir pool; Below the pool, 
this withdrawal reducM the amount of water, and the flow 
volume reached nearly zero when the Fort Patrick Henry 
turbines were off, "Creating nearly stagnant conditions be­
tween the point of withdrawal and the point of return. The 
model predicted a significant drop in saturation 1)0 just 
below the weir; becatlsa, the industrial c9,01ing water was 
returned at a temperatu.re elevated approximately 1 0°C. 
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Figure 2.-Relatlve influence of DO sinks. 
Downstream, another pool beginning at RM - 1.0 and 
extending to a shoals section at RM- 4.3 contributed 
greatly to DO depletion because of the assumed high 
SOD and longer residence time. At the shoals section at 
RM- 4.3, a third important pool begins. The model pre­
dicted about a 1 mg/L recovery across the shoals due to 
natural reaeration, a value insensitive to·the exact form of 
the reaeration equation assumed. In the base case, a pre-
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dieted DO minimum of 2.5 mg/L (daily mean) occurred at 
RM- 4.3, and a predicted DO minimum (minimum of 6-hr 
running average) of 1 mg/L occurred at RM- 7.0. 
DO sinks were removed in the following order: waste 
load, SOD, photosynthesis and respiration of macro­
phytes, and background CBOD and NBOD. A ..deficit re­
mained because cumulative reaeration was insufficient at 
this location to bring the large upstream deficit to setura­
tion. Under critical base case conditions, approximately 
30 percent of the deficit in daily mean DO at the predicted 
sag was from SOD, .. and �:Jbp,ut 25 percent Jrpm b�ck­
ground CBOD and NBOD �nd the residual deficit: 'Aquatic 
weeds' played a 9,reater role in the 6-hr minil')'lUJn DO bir 
cause each night they use. oxygen with no compensating 
oxygen-propucing photosynthesis; 'thereby creating an 
early morning l]linirnum. For: base case. conditions, ap-, 
proximately 30 percent of the predicted deficit,in. the f},hr 
mipimum DO wa� from .the .we�ds, 25 perce11t from SOD, 
25 percent from waste loads, and 20 percen� from back­
gro�.Jnd CBOD a.nd NBOQ and 1he residu�l defic.it. 
Simulating Waste Loads. All municipal and industrial 
effluent loadings are within c�rrent permit limitationS'. 
These permits allow a monthly a'lerage load and a maxi­
mum daily loaq. Although the IJlaximum daily permiHevel 
represents the heaviest loadipg, it was considered ex� 
tremely improbable that all dischargers would be at. maxi. 
mum �a¥ permillev�ls simultaneously. We decided lt was 
more plausible to simulate one of the larger dischargers at 
maximum day permit load and all others at monthly aver­
!i9'e permit loads. Wasteload permit and average waste­
loads· are shown in Table 1. Although Tennessee Eastman 
Co. currently holds the highest maximum day permit load, 
its actual discharges seldom reach the monthly average 
permit load. Mead holds the second largest i)ermir and 
has an effluent that more frequently approaches its maxi­
mum day permit lo�d. The load[Qg scenario �;�s�d for the' 
base case, therefore, was Mead . .a.t maximum day permit­
load and all other. dischargers at �h�ir monthly average 
permit load. . 
NBOD loads were assumed to be 598 kg/day (1.328 lb/ 
day), 269 kg/day (598 lb/day), and 195 kg/day (433 lb/day) 
from Tennessee Eastman, Mead, and the Holston Army 
Ammunition Plant. respectively. NBOD from the treatment 
works was not included because of the lack of data, and 
Table 1.-lndustrial and municipal BOD discharges in the study area. 
(lbslday) 
T EC MEAD KPOTW HAAP TOTAL 
SFHAM 3.5 2.35 2.3 141.6 
HAM 
Permitted (current) 
Maximum day (May-Sept.) 8,500 6,0001 4,670 1,620 20,790 
Monthly average (May-Sept.) 4,0001 3,500 2,3351 8101 10,645 
Maximum day (Oct-April) 13,000 7,200 4,670 2,430 27,300 
Monthly average (Oct.-April) 6,000 4,800 2,335 1,215 14,350 
Actual (current) 
Monthly average (May-Sept.) 1,540 2,900 600 220 
SFHAM 4.5 2.35 2.3 4.0 
HAM 139.1 
Actual (past) 
July 1969 survey average 69,300 11,700 500 23,480 32,220 137,200 
July 19n survey average 2,330 3,920 1,160 270 3,530 11,210 
1 Base case loadings (total loading • 13,145 lb/day). 
SFHRM • 
·
South Fork Holston River mile 
HRM • Holston River mile 
TEC = Tennesse Eastman Co. 
MEAD = Meed Paper Co. 
KPOTW 0. City of Kingsport Publicly-Owned Treatment Works 
HAAP • Holston Army Ammunition Plant 
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we thought its .effect on DO was insignificant. Critical DO 
conditions-would be expected to occur during·late sum­
mer when DO at the Dam was 3.0 mg/L, flow was 800 cfs, 
and water temperature was 30.5°C downstream·of iEC 
discharge. Seasonal permit loads for May-September 
were therefore selected for the base case. 
Calculating Costs 
To calculate the incremental annual costs,. we worked with 
each participant to identify possible methods by perform­
ancd, technology, and economib life (in years) '(Indus. 
Econ., 19�)-"With �he exceptioQ of the city of Kingsport, 
for which we made a: separate calculation, each oJ the 
participanJs, submitted _the· incremental costs of !3aqh op­
tion-in 1 �83 doUars--:disaggregated into three cost com­
ponent� (� applicable): 
• Capital .costs; one-tin'le (before tax) cost to design, 
purchase, and install the equipment; 
• Operation and maintenance costs: the recurring (an­
nual) costs forroutine maintenance; 
• Pow�r costs resulting from changes in release pat­
tern: the recurring annual difference in costs between cur­
rent operation and possible future operation at'the dam, 
usihg ·on 'peak and off peak (replacement) priceS' for 'a 
kilowatt hour of 13lectricity. 
SIMULATION 'RESULTS 
From the individual simulation results, we were able to 
identify opportunities lor cost-effective treatments. 
Individual Simulations 
We conducted tj1e a'nalysi�.'in four steps. First, we devel­
oped a base caSe that depicted 1983' conditions. in the' 32-
km reactr. Second, we assessed the 'Opportun,ity for cost� 
effective interplant trading among the foyr inaustrial and 
municipal dischargers. Third, we assessed the cost-effec­
tiveness of three sets of innovative treatments that added 
oxygen or flow: �eJation at the dam, changes in the sched­
ule of releases from the dam, and in-stream aeration near 
the confluence of the South Fork anctNorth For� Holston 
River. Lastly, we assessed the cost "effectiveness of the 
different combinations of the traditional and innovative 
methods. 
Base Case 
To assess changes in DO concentrations, we simulated 
the DO profile for five scenarios: maximum permit day­
when all four plants discharged their permitted values for 
maximum day BOD sim.ultaneously; typical p�rmit d�y­
�hen aiiJour plants discharged.the amounts of BOD a!f 
listed on their permits for average day; average permit 
Table 2.-Traditional treatment options. 
Economic 
Hypothetical 
Permit Value· 
Dlsc�arger 
Tennessee Eastman' 
Mead. Paper2 
Holston Army Ammunition Plant3. 
City ol Kingsport Sewage Treatment Plant4 
Life 
(yrs) 
20 
25 
(25) 
20 
Capital 
Costs 
30,000 
12,000 
0 
1,662 
0 & M Annual for BOD 
Costs Costs (lbs/day) '(thousands of$) -----
24,000 
2,500 
0 
263 
27,203 
3,702 
'0 
440 
1,500 
3,600 
0 
600 
\Treatroei'lt technblogy Is the com'pany's conlitlentlal lnfdrmatlon and hence not listed here. 
2New activated sludge treatment plant and sludge handling system. 
:!Total recycle at no extra cost 
•Mix-media iiller. 
Table 3.-Scenarlos with Innovative methods. 
Economic 
Life 
Methods (yrs) 
Aeration at Fort Patrick Henry Dam' 
1. Low option 25 
2. Medium option 25 
3. High option 25 
Increased Jlow at Fort Patrick Henry Dam2 
4. Low option 25 
5. Medium option 25 
6. High option 25 
In-stream aerators3 
7. Single 25 
8. Double 25 
'Install pumps and diffusers to release pure oxygen In the reservoir just above the 
turbine intake to achieve DO In the tall waters of 4.0 mg/L at low option, 5,0 mg/L at 
medium option, an'cl6.0 mg/L at high option. 
2Modify the operation of the Dam to release extra pulses so that more than 750 cfs of 
water flows on critical days: low optlon-875 cfs flow; medium option-1 ,000 cis flow; 
hl!jlh optl()ll--<.1, 125 cfs flow. 3Jnstall dne or tvJb aerators, each capable of dellverlng.t6,000 lbs/day of DO, via 
supersaturjlllng side-stream diffusers: single-operate 15 dayp/yr; double-operate 
128 days/yr. 
day-when three plants discharged the amounts of BOD 
as listed on their permits for average day and one plant 
discharged the amount equal to its maximum day; aver­
age actual day-when all four plants discharged the 
amounts of BOD that are the actual average of their long-
420 
Capital 
costs 
187 
382 
662 
0 
0 
0 
350 
700 
O&M Replacement 
costs power costs 
(thousands of $) 
18 0 
73 0 
199 0 
0 49 
0 129 
0 233 
59 0 
142 0 
-
Annual 
costs 
37 
111 
�65 
49 
129· 
233 
94 
212 
term discharge; and zero discharge-when all four pl?nts 
totally eliminated their discharge of BOD. 
As the base case, the typical permit day scenario. best 
repre,sents a typical day of BOD loads. Figure s· show'S. the 
calculated profiles for daily average DO and'the minimum 
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Figure a.-Calculations for the base caSe. 
of the 6-hr running average DO. For tHe base case, the 
I9West daily average value for the whole 32-km reach is 
�.6 '!'giL, and the lowest 6-hr'Tninimum is 1 mg/L. 
Traditional Treatments 
We S'stimated 'the annual cost for incrementei� treatment 
based on the information 'that each Clischarger ·provided 
and assumed hypothetical permit values for BOb for each 
di�harger'(Table 2). Frorn the- base case scen"arip, we 
used these suggested treatments to compos.e seven sce­
narios. Of these new scenarios, the first four correspond 
to th'e base case 'loadings of BOD except 'that the sug­
gested treatment is turned ON 'one at a time for each of 
the four dischargers. The fifth scemirio, called ALL ON, 
corresponds to having all treatments turned ON simulta: 
neously 
The last two scenarios, called Trading No. 1 and Trading 
No. 2, have almost identical BOD bufvery different annual 
costs. In Trading No. 1, Tennessee Eastman is OFF, and 
the other three are ON. This scenario has a total sob load 
of 3,690 kg/day (8,200 lbs/day) and an annual cost of 
approximately $4.1 million/yr. In Trading No. 2, Mead is 
OFF, and the other three are ON. This scenario has a total 
BOD load of 3,685 kg/day (8, 100 Jb/day) and an annual 
cost of approximately $27.6 million/yr. 
For each of these seven scenarios, the. predicted DO 
profiles are slightly better than the base case profiles be­
low the confluence but not changed above RM + 3. The 
results summarized in Table 5 show that further restric­
tions on the four' dischargers create modest water quality 
ii'Jlprovements at high costs because the dischargers have 
alr�ady installed eguipment that removes over 90 percent 
of BOD in the raw wastewater. These treatments affect the 
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Figure 4.-Aeratlng Fort Patrick Henry releases. 
DO profile below the ·outfalls;· 'they produce ·no'-'chaq� 
above RM+3. ¥ ·•.- M .M":l 
1nnovative Methods ,. t· • < • '\ 
Base� on the informatiori'that lVA pr�vided, V'f}. e�tirua�� 
the annual cost . and performance of three innovatiy� 
methods to improve DOJn'the river: aeration at th� <f�m, 
incr�ased flows from'the dam by. the release of ,extr� 
pulses of water, and in-strearrt" aeration near the conflu­
ence. All of these innovative m�thpds" cqst J�ss •annuall� 
than the t�aditional treatments. , • .. ••. • , •" • .  We' usei:fthese suggested innovat1qns. \6 COJ11p0$e'tre 
eight scenarios shown ih Table 3. Quite simply, each:·new 
scenario consists ofthe base· case conditions,·wittt>�ach 
innovati?n turned 0� ·one·.af � �im� to s�mul��f����r,i sponse �n water quality.· These (esulls are .summan?:e�rm 
Table 5. The mode� shows· tlli:tt aeration at· tne &.itn' itP'.:" 
proves �ater quality ·near the pan( but ha�Jjtile)�lj.�s. effect below the Dam (Fig. 4). lncrea�ing flc;>w,�qll&'D'am 
creates little DO improvement immediately oelow'ttiet>i(ll 
but substantial improvement below the�conflue'nce {rig; 
5). We-lound·that in-stream aeration1can simply incn{asy 
the DO concentrations, but -that these concentrQtibl)�.at-
tenuate rapidly downstreai'TifFfg. 6). �· ' · ' 
We considered several options for augrri'entir1g flow; irr-
• 0 • � • .,_ .. ,.. ' • "'!- �' � ... v cludJng·mcreasmg puls1ng frequency to one� ·every �rCI 
hour, adding flow to the current'4t�-notr RUi�e�; andJIO�; 
ing pulses between the-usual 4ttl-hour pWs:es. The lTiOtl� 
predicted th:Sl adding the first 1 �5 c�_res�Jted' i(\ �ppr,�xi. 
mately 1 mg/L po ,im'p�ovement,'�..yi�� d,iminis�,in'9; !Ill.� 
provement for the additional flow increments: Supseqoeitt 
to this nrodeling effort, a field study 'verified t.hEl suspectE{d 
DO improvement from flow augmentation. BecausEttHe 
.:'�-l\. \> � J .! ..... � 
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!- • ---------------------------------------------�------------------------����---------------�--Below the Whole 20.mile 
confluence reach 
Tre�t�ent options 
Base case 
• Traditional treatments 
A. Tennessee Eastman 
B. Mead Paper 
C. Ho_lston Army 
D. Kingspo"rt 
E. All 
F. 4rading No. 1 
G. Trading No. 2: 
Innovative methods 
H. Dam-low aeration 
I. Dam-'-medium aeration 
J. D�m-hig� aeration 
K.· Dam..o.low' augmentation 
L..,., Dam-m�iuln augmentation 
M. Dam-high augmentation 
N:" In-stream-single r �6. 'In-stream-double " Combinations 
P. No. 1 
Q. No. 2 
R. No. 3•  
S.  No. 4 
--"f.); No�5 
U. No. 6 
V. No. 7 
W. No. 8 
Minimum 
6-hr . 
average 
DO 
mg!L' 
1.0 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
1 .3 
1.9 
1 .6 
1 .7 
1 .2 
1 .3 
1 .4 
2.0 
2.8 
3.3 
1 .9 
2.0 
2.3 
3.0 
2.4 
3.3 
3.3 
3.2 
3.6 
4.0 
ti,eJd r�sutt� �id.not. support the. initial model resultf?, we 
ctihsider conclusions 'on flow augmentation as tentative 
pending further investigatjons and modeling. 
We siri1ulated the effect of adding oxygen at a rate of 
7,200 kg/d�y 116,000. lb/day) . for a 12-hour period (not a;"-9M"kg/day (8,000 lb/day)) at locations upstream of the 
J3)'edic�ct sag:. The mode� predicted that the .DO improve­
lffiint 'trdrri' instream aerAtion 'rapidly diminished. down­
Sfre§r#fr6m ttie"aerafion source. ' ' -uhr,,�., ·-.Jn� ; �� · "" · 
&mbination of Methods 
Efff� Qf.,�,he in.npyat�ve .met�ods has either (or both) rela­tivelyJg��r P,.ost.�r.hlgh�r pe�orm
_ 
�nee th�n the traditiopal 
f(l�!'lCW:�i1b�t .,l;>�c�use no s1ngl� mnovat1ve mEttbod per­!P, ·�flll_at9,�th_Jfle 4PS!'"E!�I1' .apd:downstream ends of 
th'�,��2�kf"(\-se�tnept. .... we e�plored varipus combinations of �btn,�f�!1 �r��JpnAJ: �nd. innov�tive methods. We com-�9e�C/ :�� �t �p�na�1ps -��sect on -loY< CQst and methods 
1a,�r.t:�PI@ment P.ach qmer. Whjle we [Tlake no claim that , ���:�cen�ips '.Will }�!" 4-.llti"!a)ely opti[Tlal, they �how 
p,fo�i�e .in .af"!�6f fh�rn��!Ye�?; aod combinations of inno­
v�ti'(e.:_"lethod� are, 1114�h, mor� attractive than traditional J!l�t9oar;:r, ·� 
lable 4 shows cost qpmpo(l.9nts apd ljtStimated annual 
G�sttqr ��G� ,vombil'\a�io� . •  Combinations No. 1 tt;uough 
NQ· �, n;ner'2�e, 09 bot.h apove and .b�lpvy ttte CQJ)fluence U§P, the ruetho�s_,q9rl)Piel)1ent-��ch pt,twr:;� aeration 
• � es, P9��b�ye ftl!3-P.>nfluenc� and fiQW a\,Jgmenta-: 
.lorqr)'lproy�s .. "}JO ,b.e}ow:t�� pqnfluence. Cpmbination No. 
�1l��ve� DO �OI'}?�ntration. essE!ntjally _unp�anged from \b� blise qiSe above the confluence but suostantially im• tJ(o�fi� 99:.9Q�q��t�,atiq�' .b�low the confluence. "Fhe 
���mjs2 of jhe co,mplementEJlY innovative r:nethods, ·Com-
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Minimum 
daily 
average 
DO 
mg/L 
2.6 
2.8 
2.8 
2.6 
2.7 
3.3 
3.0 
3.1 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.6 
4.3 
4.6 
3.6 
4.6 
3.9 
4.6 
4.3 
4.9 
4.4 
4.7 
5.1 
5.4 
Minimum 
6;hr 
average 
DO 
mg!L 
1 .0 
1 .3 
1.3 
1.2 
1 .3 
1 .9 
1 .6 
1 .7 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
2.0 
2.8 
3.0 
1 .9 
2.0 
2.3 
3.0 
2.4 
3.3 
3.0 
3.2 
3.6 
4.0 
Minimum 
dally 
average 
D9 
mg!L . 
2.6 
2.8 
2.8 
2.6 
2.7 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.9 
4.6 
4.3 
4.9 
3.0 
4.7 
5.1 
5.4 
Annual 
cost 
(� thousands) 
27,203 
3,702 
0 
440 
31,345 
4,1 42 
27,643 
37 
11 
265 
49 
1 29 
223 
94 
212 
98 
178 
133 
213 
1 48 
178 
282 
268 
binations No. 6, No. 7, and No. 8, ,is shown in Table 5. Fdr 
example, Combination No. 8 achieves a daily average DO 
concentration of more than 5 mg/L eve�here along the 
32-km reach. We generally conclude that complementary 
combinations of innovative methods can achieve ' desir­
able DO concentrations in the stream not reached by trai 
ditipnal methods o� I?Y single innova!ive l;l'lethods. 
Water temperat4re plays a significant role in modeling 
stream water quality for two reasons. First, the .driving­
force for aeration 'is the DO deficit·below saturatioh, and 
saturatio� DO decreases with �n increase in temRerature. 
Second, the ,rates pf J..mP.ortant DO sinks an!;! sources, 
such as DO demands frOIJl 'StabiliZiltion of organic·waste� 
or .�eed respiration anc;i natural reaeration, increase with 
an increase in temperature.· Because removal of heat.Joad­
implies the use of cooling towers and in TVA's experience, 
cooling t<;>wers are not a cost-efjective alterna,Jive, we have 
not simulated heat removal in this study. 
"!,"' 1: � 
Opportunities fot Cost-Effective Innovations 
In-Table 5 we summarize the results of the'an�lyses con­
ducted for the base· case; for .the seven traditional sce­
narios labeled. A .through .G, the eighf single innovations 
labeled H through 0, .and the' eight combinafrol"' scenarios 
labeled P through W. Given annuarcosts and a measurlf 
forwater quality--the minimum 6-hr average·ancfthe tlaily 
average· DO concentrations both below the -coMrotfnce' 
and for the entire 32-km stretch, we can find the most cost 
effective way to reach ·the chOSen concentration of DO: 
For-example, the cheapest option ·for a"Chieving minimum! 
daily average' DO cdncentrati6n. of 3 rl'lg/L for the wfiole · 
32 J<m is innovative method K� Similarly to achieve li dl!il}' 
average DO con_gentration of 5 mg/L or better ·for tha.32· 
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Figure 5.-Fiow
.,. augmentation with additional evening 
pulses. 
knr, .we find that Combinatiort. No. 8 costs the least. No 
other methods.that we evaluated cou1Cra6t\ieve this 'Do 
e,pncentration. 
· 
To examine ·more closely various combinations oi inno­
vative methods, we have plotted point& P through W: con­
centrations of DO on the X-axis and annual costs hn theY­
axis. For· daily average of DO concentration throughout 
the'32-km reach, Figure·7 shows that tHe-estimated dosls 
rise Steeply as an increasing function' of DO concentra­
tions. A· point lying wholly:. to the- right of and below a 
secohd point is preferred 'in terms -of cosf effectiveness. 
That is, the first point has bottY higher performance and 
lower costs than the second. We have drawn the most 
cost-effective. frontier possible, tbat is, the straight�lirie 
segtnents connecting the points lowest 'and farthest to the 
right. 'Points lying on the cost effectiveness frontier are 
more economically efficient than points to the left. of or 
above the curve. The cost-effective frontier in this chart 
consists of Base, P, R; U, S, and W. A few other observa­
tions are: 
• Point W is always preferred to point V on purely eco­
nomic grounds because the single in-stream aerator more 
than,compens�tes for the lower auQmentation, and 
• ,Point U is always prefe.rred to point Q because the 
zer�n�t-qost. option at, Holston Anpy Ammunition Plant 
does improve water quality. 
OVERALL OBSERVATIONS 
This exploratory study has yielded us two major conclu­
sions th�t apply re,gardless of the .wa\er -quality measure: 
• For the same �esults,·innoyative techniques generally 
h�ve aonual.costs at Jeast an order of ,magnitude lower 
than the traditional methods . .  F:or a given DO concentra-
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tiotl, the estimated' cost s�wings can r,anga as high .as 
several millions of dollars per year. • . 
• Complementary combinations of certain innovative 
methods can achieve DO co11cenfration$ tbat traditional 
methods cannot. For example, even i(the four Industrial 
and municipal dischargers stopped discharging BOD, the 
DO concentrations in some segm&nts of the. riyer �ould 
not reach the concentrations achievable with, combina­
tions of innovative methods, such as ih-strearli aeration 
and increased flow. , 
Taken together, all the scenarios and simulations in this 
explanatory study form a "menu for opportunit(es:" Wltt:r. 
care, one may find the lowest cost set of treatments thar 
meets the desireC:I -ambient watec quality standards. Two 
examples will illustrate .the method and shoW tile magni" 
tude of the potential cost savings: 
• If the State' set the ambient Do standard at a daily 
average of 3 mg/L for the entire 32-km· reach, the most 
cost-effective· combination of traditional treatments'has an 
annual cost of over $4 million/year, while)he most cost 
effective innovative treatment has an annual cost of under 
$50,000. 
• If the State set the ambient DQ standard at a cfaily 
average of 5 mg/L for the entire 32 km reach, no 'combina­
tion of traditional treatments could achieve this <goal, but 
the most cost-effective combination of innovatiy!'l treat­
ments has an annual cost of under ·$275,000. 
Next Steps 
In the Clean Water Act, the Cohgr�ss did ·n·ot. apti9ipate 
such opp9r]�nities .as this study has e)(plored. �E�ec�;�.l 
and State laws and regulations focus almost exclusively 
' 
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Table 4.-Comblnatlon �C(ena�ios: 
Economic 
Life 
Label Method (yrs) 
p Combination No. 1 25 
Q Combination No. 2 25 
R Combination No. 3 25 
s Combination No. 4 25 
T Combination No. 5 25 
u Combination No. 6 25 
V, Combination No. 7 25 
w Combination No. 8 25 
NOTE: For a combination, the capital costs and the 0 & M may be less than the sum 
of the corresponding costs for the component methods due to savings from 
parttime operation. T hese combinations are: 
Combination No. 1: Low augmentation (875 cis) and high aeration (6 mg/L) 
at the Dam. 
Combination No. 2: Medium augmentation (1,000 cis) and high aeration (6 
mg/L) at the Dam. 
Combination No. 3: Low augmentation (875 cis) and superhigh aeration (8 
mg/L) at the Dam. 
Combination No. 4: Medium augmentation (1,000 cis) and superhigh aera· 
lion (8 mg/L.) at the Dam. 
Combination No. 5: Me<!ium augmentation (1,000 cis) at the Dam and in­
stream single aeration at RM -3.12 for 16 hrslday. 
Combination No. 6: Zero- discharge at HAAP, and .:nedium' augmentation 
(1,000 cfll) and high aeration (6 mg/Lt at the Dam. 
Combination No. 7: Zero discharge at HAAP, and high augmentation (1 ,125 
cis) and high aera!Jon (6 mg/L) at the Dam. 
Combination No. 8: Zero discharge at HAAP, medium augmentation (1 ,000 
cis) and high aeration (6 •mg/L) at the Dam, and in­
., stream single aeration at RM-3.12 for 16 hrslday. 
1 2 3 " 5 6 
COJfCElfnATIOif OP DISSOLVED OIYGElf llf MG/L 
Figure 7.-Co81-effectlveness of c;omblnatlons of Innovative 
metho�lt'(P-W) using the lowest value of thlt da!ly average 
of dissolved oxygen concentration throughout the 2o-mne 
reach� 
Capital O&M Replacement Annual 
costs costs power costs costs 
(thousands of $) 
248 73 0 98 
248 153 0 178 
400 93 0 133 
400 173 0 213 
350 64 49 148 
248 153 0 1 78 
248 257 0 282 
598 208 0 268 
on reducing discharges from industrial and municipal 
plants (basing permit limits on either categorical stand­
. ards or ambient water quality standards), arrd various F�d­
eral court decisions have exempted dams from discharge 
requirements. More narrowly, Federal and State' laws and 
regulations discoJ.lr�ge flow augmentation as a way \o re­
duce pollution, and•they say little, if anything, on aeration. 
The realization of these opportunities will require negoti­
ation among the participants, including the regulatory au­
thorities. Their generat acceptability may be based orr 
such factors as effici�ncy-least> cost, equity-fairness, en­
forceability, and. ease of administration.· The participants 
will then- need approval through regulatqry, administrative, 
or legal channels to implement any proposed agreements. 
The final· plan may well allow for cash payments arnong 
the participants ,or even the creation of,a new nonprofit 
cqrporation to own and operate in-stream or at-the-dam 
aerators. Realizing these complementary combinations of 
innovative method� will require bold . thinkihg abollt� the 
institutions and their interdependencies. 
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PROTECTING T.ILI.:.AMOOK BAY'SHELLFISH WITH POINT/NONPOINT 
SOURCE CONTROLS 
JOHN E. JACKSON 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
Portland, Oregon 
Tillamook Bay, located on the North Oregon Coast 96 km 
west of Portland, is Oregon's second largest estuary but 
produces the State's largest amount of commercially 
grown oysters. Because of its close proximity to the metro­
politan area of Portland, it "is also a popular recreational 
area for clam diggers, fishermen, swir:nmers, and sight-
seers. ' 
In 1979, the bay waters and many of the streams drain­
ing into the bay were found to be contaminated b� fecal 
material from, at that time, sources unknown. The water 
quality conditions threatened closure of the Bay to the 
shellfish harvesting that supported a portion of the local 
economy of approximately 13,000 people. 
Under U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Section 
208 funds the Oregon Department of Environmental Qual­
ity conducted a project from July 1979 to June 1981. The 
goal was to establish a comprehensive Tillamook Bay Fe­
cal Waste Management Plan for protecting the beneficial 
use of the water, that is, TillamooR Bay's shellfish re­
source. The objectives of the project were to: (1) analyze 
existing and new data to quantify the problem, (2) identify 
the fecal bacteria sources, and (3) develop a plan to pro­
tect the shellfish resource by establishing necessary best 
management practices (BMPs), rules, and standards to 
minimize fecal waste discharges to the surface waters of 
the basin. 
The intent was to preserve and protect the shellfish, a 
natural resource, as a beneficial use and, at the same 
time, to allow activities identified as sources of bacterial 
pollutipn" to continue in a sensible, sanitary manner. The 
management pl�n would not achieve zero bacteria dis­
charge from identified sources. 
During the investigation, six major fecal sources were 
examined: sewage treatment plants (five located in the 
bay watersheds), recreation, forestry activities, industries, 
agricultural operations (120 dairies; 19,100 cows; 256,360 
metric tonnes (282,000 tons) of manure annually), and on­
site subsurface sewage disposal systems (serving approx­
imately 40 percent of the population). 
The p�oj!!ct identified malfunctioning sewage treatment 
plants, scm& malfunctioning or inadequate on-site subsur­
face sewage disposal systems, and some agricultural op­
erations discharging fecal material to the streams and bay 
that created a health hazard for consumption of bay shell­
fish and sndangered swimmers in the tributaries. 
Once 'the fecal source types were identified, corrective 
actions had to be determined. Existing control programs 
and new actions were investigated to determine the best 
suited corrective method for each fecal ·source type of 
water pollution problems. Tradeoffs of control' came into 
play. 
Alternatives were considered that required tradeoffs· in 
timing implementation (do everything now ur sequence 
the cleanup over a number of months or years), tradeoffs 
in identifying controls for the sake of human health or 
stream health, tradeoffs in what was to be corrected (the 
point .sources or the nonpoint sources) and finally trade-
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offs in strategy of controls (control the land activity and 
sources of the problem or control the water activity. by 
closing the bay). 
The word "tradeoffs" used in the context of this panel 
discussion suggests that point or nonpoint controls of wa­
ter pollution can be traded back and forth to fit the sitU'a­
tion, that such controls depend o.n a person1; li�es and 
dislikes. This mi9ht be appropriate up to a point. When 
choosing effective controls, the· decisionmaker(s) must 
have a clear pict'Cire of the problem, its specific occur­
rences and the "ultimate correction goal. 
1n the Tillamook Bay situation a number of factors dic­
tated or limited the tradeoff choices. A compendium of 
controls r�sulted and have proved to be very effective in 
improving the water quality of T illamook Bay and its rivers. 
Current health risk was the key element to the T illamook 
control strategy. This effectively eliminated the option of 
maintaining a status quo, in other words, doing nothing_. 
The luxury' of months and years to correct t�e problem 
was unavailable; however, correcting the fecal contamina­
tion problem from identified sources would take· fime. A 
tradeoff was identified. Instead of immediately closing the 
bay to further shellfishing until corrective actions could be 
completed at the pollution sources, shellfish harvesting 
was allowed when the known major fecal discharges were 
not contaminating the bay and was prohibited when they 
did discharge. 
To institute the cleanup of the pollution probl�ms, the 
who, when, and where facto�s of the"dischargars .!'lad to l,>e 
known. Placement of the cleanup emphasis beeame an­
other tradeoff decision with the cleanup g'oal firmly in 
mind. Oregon, as is tlie case in most places, strives to get 
the biggest cleanup for the least dollars. This becomes an 
easy task if the interaction of pollution sources is known. 
In the Tillamook situation, the primary problem. of storm 
runoff from dairy barnyards occurred during every storm· 
no matter how saturated the ground. Because of the per: 
vasiveness of the problem, inadequate on-site supsurface 
sewage disposal systems became a secondary problem. 
The third was that occasional sewage treatment plant 
breakdowns caused raw sewage to enter the bays. 
Hence, cleanup emphasis :-vas placed on the dairy waste 
management. This did not preclude action on the serious 
raw sewage bypass problem if and when it occurred. 
The water quality is i_mproving basinwide from· cleanup 
activities dealing with dairy wastes and on-site subsurface 
sewage problems in localized areas. The infrequ'ent sew­
age treatment plant malfunctions have been monitored 
when they occur. 
· ,, 
What does this all mean? An accurate assessment of 
the problems, use of that information, and sul:)sequent 
tradeoff decisions enable the State to make the biggest 
improvement towards alleviating the health risk. 
No one has had to close a business. Shellfishing oc­
curs, but with the knowledge of the bay water quality con­
ditions. The local area has gained a cleaner bay and riv­
ers. 
POINT/NONPOINT SOURCE JNTERFACE ISS�ES IN WISCONSIN 
BRUCE BAKER 
STEVEN SKAVRONECK 
Bureau of Water Resources Management 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Recognition that water quality problems can result from 
combined point and nonpoint source pollution impacts is 
important in making cost-effective management deci­
sions. lnformatiQn gathered to assess whether combined 
illlpacts are important can be useful both in planning gen­
eral water quality program strategies and evaluating site­
specific pollution control options. Program areas where 
such information would be useful include: standards and 
effluent limits development, facilities planning, point and 
nonpoint source pollution abatement grants, and enforce­
ment. The focus of the Wisconsin program is to determine 
what controls are needed for both point and nonpoint 
sources in achieving our water quality objectives. 
Two types of point/nonpoint source issues have become 
apparent in Wisconsin. The first type occurs when waste­
water treatment plants are upgraded to maintain water 
quality standards in the receiving stream, yet when the 
new plant goes on line the standards and beneficial uses 
are not achieved because of non point sources. The typical 
situation here involves a relatively small (less than 5 mgd) 
treatment plant providing advanced treatment and a small 
receiving stream (less than 5 cfs) impacted by agricultural 
runoff or other nonpoint sources. 
An example of this issue is the south fork of the Lemon­
weir River at Tomah. The Tomah wastewater treatment 
plant discharges to the stream 1.4 miles below the outlet 
from Lake Tomah, a highly eutrophic impoundment of the 
Lemonweir River. Lake Tomah is shallow and algae 
choked and receives the, runoff from an agricultural water­
shed. T.he wastewater treatment plant was upgraded in 
1981 to provide advanced treatment for biological oxygen 
demand, suspended solids, and ammonia. However, dis­
solyed oxygen levels remain severely depressed both up­
stream and downstream of the effluent discharge because 
ofthe dead algae in the outflow from Lake Tomah. 
lhe second type of issue involves the achievement of 
nonpoint source control objectives in the presence of a 
point so4rce discharge, typically a large wastewater treat­
ment plant. The key question is whether water quality im­
provements from a priority watershed project to control 
nonpoint sources would be negated by water quality deg­
radalion by P.Oint sources. This has become an important 
iss�e in Wisconsin's Nonpoint Source Grant Program. 
Ap example of this second type of issue occurs on Turtle 
Creek in southeastern Wisconsin. A project was devel­
oped 'for the Turtle Cr�ek watershed under the Wisconsin 
Fund Nonpoint Source Grant Program following signifi­
cant dej11onstrated local support. It was chosen as a Prior­
ity Watershed. The main water quality objective for this 
watershed project was phosphorus reduction through ag­
ricultural best management practices (BMP's). However, 
the Walworth County Metropolitan (Walco Met) wastewa­
ter treatm�nt plant discharg,es to Turtle Creek. This plant 
was built in 1981 to divert effluent from Lake Delavan and 
discharge it downstream to Turtle Creek. The lake previ­
ously acted as a sink for the phosplrorus in the wastewater 
effluent. Some of the questions that arise from this situa­
tion are: 
• Can the water quality objectives of the priority water-
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shed project be achieved given the presence of the Walco 
Met discharge? 
• §)hould phosphorus control be required at the Walco 
Met plant? 
• Can we remove enough phosphorus from Turtle 
Creek through voluntary BMP's to not worry about the 
phosphorus load from Walco Met, that is, are tradeoffs 
involved? 
Two types of interfaces can occur. The difference is sig­
nificant. In one instance, both sources have similar effects 
on the stream, that is, the impacts are additive. A dis­
solved oxygen sag caused by both sources is an example. 
In the other instance, the point and nonpoint sources af­
fect the stream differently, that is, the impacts are indeRen­
dent. Physical habitat degradation, by sedimentation due 
to non point sources, coexisting with chemical degradation 
from point source discharges (biochemical oxygen de­
mand or nutrients) is an example. Additive impacts may 
involve tradeoffs between the two pollutant sources since 
both use the same stream assimilative capacity. Indepen­
dent impacts do not allow for the same tradeoffs; pollution 
control in both sectors is necessary to achieve the 
stream's beneficial uses. 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) de­
cided to study point/nonpoint source interface issues in 
more detail and produced a ·report, Th,e Role of Nonpoint 
Source Information and Control Programs in Achieving 
Water Quality Improvements at Point Source Discharge 
Sites. Prepared by Steven Skavroneck and John Pfender, 
this report represents a joint effort of the Water Resources 
Planning and Policy Section and the DNR Southern Dis­
trict Office. 
The overall goal of the project was to integrate informa­
tion concerning point and nonpoint source pollution im­
pacts, controllability of these pollution sources, and the 
ability to attain water quality standards under different 
control options into pollution control strategies. Major ob­
jectives of the study included the following: 
1. development of a site assessment procedure to as­
sess relativ� impacts in a stream from point and nonpoint 
related problem sources, 
2. development of a method to establish municipal en­
forcement priorities based on potential water quality im­
provement, taking into account the effects of nonpoint 
sources of pollution, 
3. development of a method for determining back­
ground water quality in wastewater treatment plant (WTP) 
impact zones coimpacted by nonpoint sources, 
4. development of a framework for determining target 
water quality criteria and the significance of water quality 
improvements resulting from different point source treat­
ment levels, and 
5. development of a method for evaluating the control-
lability of nonpoint sources. · 
A site assessment procedure was developed to deter­
mine which stream reaches are actually or potentially im­
pacted by both point and nonpoint sources of pollution. 
The procedure should be viewed as. a way for water re­
sources staff to "order their thinking" about a stream 
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reach, using all available information. This procedure aids 
in the identification of water quality problems, determina­
tion of the relative r6les of point sources and noripoint 
sources in causing the water quality problems, and provid­
ing a general indication of whether or not desired water 
quality improvements can be attained through point 
source controls alone. This site assessment procedure 
has been incorporated into the water quality management 
plan update process. 
A three-step process for evaluating the water quality of 
selected stream reaches is envisioned. The first step is to 
determine which stream reaches to assess. The second 
step is to apply the site assessment procedure to those 
stream reaches. The third step is to perform a detailed 
analysis of attainable goals for those stream reaches iden­
tified as priorities based on the site assessments. 
The point/nonpoint source issues discussed in this pa­
per are being addressed through several of Wisconsin's 
Water Resource Management programs including Water 
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Quality Management Plans, Effluent Limit Setting, and the 
Nonpoint Source Grant Program through Priority Water­
shed Plans. Regardless of the program, the overall frame­
work for addressing point/nonpoint source issues should 
be: 
1. problem identification, 
2. analysis of the relative. contribution of point and non­
point pollution sources to the water quality problem, 
3. definition of water quality improvement objectives 
based on the identified problems, 
4. assessment of the ability to meet water quality im­
provement objectives with various combinations of point 
and nonpoint source controls, and 
5. development of a management plan recommending 
appropriate point and nonpoint source controls. 
· If necessary, modifications might be made to the previ­
ously established water quality improvement objectives to 
reflect their attainability. 
